GG Weekend on Anglesey, March 11th- 14th, 2011.
The venue for the weekend was a beautiful house called Ynys Castell, Castle
Island, and our house was the only house on this little islet, just off the coast of
Anglesey above Menai. The entry was by a causeway, and when the tide was high
the
island
was
cut
off,
an
interesting

experience.
As an astrologer this was an important date for me as the planet Uranus went
into a new sign, Aries, at 1.03 am on March 12th, and I felt sure this would bring
some great upheaval! When I arrived at the house I was greeted with the news
that there had been a massive earthquake in Japan, and a tsunami, and so for the
first time ever, we spent some of our first evening together watching the TV news
about this event.
The next morning, we looked again, and saw the film of the nuclear power plant
exploding......Truly a explosive upheaval in Fire! This obviously coloured our day,
and so at each ancient site we visited, we said prayers for both the people and the
earth Herself.
The first site we visited was Bryn Celli Ddu, one of the most important and
{reasonably } well preserved neolithic sites. It is a roofed chamber, with an
extraordinary stone standing in the chamber, and an opening out opposite the door
that seemed to align to sunset. We stood together inside and made a ring of Light,
then sent our healing energy to Japan. There is a tremendous feeling of power
here,
despite
the
rather
tacky
concrete
restoration

efforts.
Then on to Bodowyr dolmen, a lovely one but rather sad in its iron cage in a field.

It was pouring with rain by then so we briefly gathered under the capstone, from
where a large mound was visible several fields away. We decided to investigate
this too, and went on to find it was a mound outside a church., part of the
graveyard, with several garves plonked on top of this awesome mound, which had
an outcrop of white quartz on the very top. Interestingly, the wall that ran round the
churchyard had collapsed totally , - on the direct line between the mound and the
dolmen.....A spirit line, ley , whatever!?

After a splendid lunch at a
friendly cafe, we attempted to get the key for Barclodiad yr Gawres, another
massive restored mound and chamber. Sadly, however, it was not available till
April, so we went and walked to it, and did some singing and toning in the front
porch area, again sending healing, both to Japan, but also to this lovely spot which
felt very cut off and enchained by its metal cage and new concrete roof inside. The
stones loved our toning, felt good to give them some loving energy.

On to another dolmen, Ty
Newedd, again with unsympathetic concrete pillars blocking the chamber, and
rather sad. This did however point us towards the end of Anglesey , and so we
went on to see the two standing stones where I camped on my first visit many
years ago. These are so beautiful, and they frame the Holy Mountain on the very
edge of Anglesey, and also seem to have a number of alignments to various sun

and moon rising and setting points, if one looks along them. Much fun was had
with this, and then, tired and cold and weary, we headed back to our island.

The splendid evening was completed by the initiation of our newest full member,
out in the dark garden, with green fire and powerful spirit!
On Sunday the sun was shining for us, and we set off to Din Lligwy, a complex
which has a dolmen, a mediaeval chapel and a stone built village. We stopped first
at the dolmen, which is stunning!!! No nasty restoration here, just an enormous
capstone with a chamber beneath with a sleeping platform, nice for druidic dream
initiations, where I felt great power. Also it was easy to climb on the capstone and
thus raised up we could see all of Eryri, Snowdonia, with the mountains covered in
snow and gleaming in the sunlight. Stunning!

Next, a few hundred yards on,
there is the chapel and village. Sig and I went to the chapel first, a beautiful place,
with fabulous views of the bay below, and its own “modern “ dolmen, a mortuary
chapel, down a flight of steps, with massive roof slabs, two small side chambers,
and a general feeling of being the next step on from the dolmen we had just
visited. Lovely place.

Across another field and up[to
the village, a truly outrageous place! Each “house” has walls five foot thick, built of
an inner and an outer wall of big stones with a rubble infill between. Truly
stupendous in their feeling of being safe from all attackers, and the elements too.
There were two round ones and seven rectangular ones, and after a while we all
gathered in one of the round opens, which had a strong sense of being a council
chamber, even down to the built in seating, a stone kerb that ran round the inside
wall. We sat there for some time, and again did a Light Circle, tuning in to the place
and the spirits there. Very powerful for each one of us, in various different ways.

After that it was time
for lunch, at Red Wharf bay, fantastic place, truly lovely beach. But the tide waits for
no man, so we had to leave and get back to the house before we were cut off, and
we then spent some very productive hours going over cases some of us had, and
sharing wisdom and ideas on them.
A brilliant time and truly memorable, especially with the events in Japan as a
concurrent
theme
to
the

weekend.

